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external, removable box or case of magnetic metal, In which the
watch could be placed when exposed to the influence of a dynamo?
The statement of the question seems to carry its own answer. The
idea was a natural and obvious one. It naturally met and obviated
the danger to which the watches of electricians were subject. The
arrangement of the details, the hinge, with its spring, the plush lining,
and the dressing of the outer surface, all required mechanical skill,
so as to make the article attractive as well as convenient, but in these
details the mind of an inventor was not needed. We in the
conclusions of the circuit court with respect to the patentable char-
acter of the invention, and its decree is affirmed, with costs.

STANDARD PAINT CO. T. BIRD et at
(Circuit Court, D. New Jersey. June 23, 1894.)

1. PATENTS-MALTHA COATED PAPER-INFRINGEMENT.
The Pearce and Beardsley patent No. 378,520, a new article of manu-

facture and commerce, consisting of paper coated or saturated with maltha,
as therein set forth, the substance called "maltha," and used by the
patentees, being described In the specifications of the patent as the solid
residuum obtained in the distillation of the heavier grades of petroleum,
is infringed by defendant's use of "petrocite," whleh Is the same thing as
the patentees' maltha, though It Is obtained from other substances than
that which they mentioned, and though the patentees were ignorant that
it was so obtainable.

I. SAME-ANTICIPATION.
Though said patent could not, in view of the prior state of the art, be

sustained as for the use of any kind of bituminous materIal whatever, Ita
claim being limited to the maltha. particularly described, and this having
never before been used for the pUrPose for which patentees used it, th&
patent Is valid.

8. SAME-INJUNCTION.
In II. suit against R. and B. for infringement of a patent for paper coated

with maltha, it appearing that R. rented part of his factory to B., and that
B. coated the paper; that R. manufactured and sold to B. all the pa.per
which was to be coated by B.; that R. got an extra price for his paper t()
compensate him for looking after the filling of orders for B., and supplying
money for and paying off B.'s help, when B. was awaY,-injunct!on will
issue against both, though when it comes to an accounting complainant
must prove that R. Is liable to him in profits or damages, under risk of
what the court may possibly order concerning costs.

Suit by the Standard Paint Company against Bird and others for
linfringement of patent.
Willard Parker Butler, for complainant.
Thadias B. Wakeman, for defendants.
VALLAS, Circuit Judge. This suit is brought npon patent No.

378,520, granted to Truman J. Pearce and Melvin W. Beardsley,
assignors, etc., the sole claim whereof is as follows: "As a new
article of manufacture and of commerce, paper coated or saturated
with maltha, SUbstantially as herein set forth.''- Several of the de-
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fe,D.sesSllggested by the record, though considered, need. not be
separately discussed. No brief dn behalf of the defendants was
furnished until a <;onsiderable dme after the hearing. 'Such post-
ponements are not unusual, but,are very unsatisfactory. The argu-
ment of 82 printed pages, which has noW been submitted, may, how-
ever, be safely accepted as finally presenting and enforcing the
grounds of defense which are relied upon. For this reason, and
because they clearly present what seem to be the real questions in
the cause, I will deal only with the two propositions which are af-
firmed in the defendants' brief, as follows:
"Our position is twofold: (1) That complainant's patent covers only the

use of the 'maltha,' as defined and described, and is restricted thereto; and
that said maltha is not an ingredient used by Bird. (2) That, if it be held to
include the said ingredients used by Bird, it is unsustainable and void, as
neither new, nor useful, nor properly and lawfully granted."

The first limb of the first of these propositions may be granted.
To state it somewhat differently, the complainant's patent is for the
art.icle of manufacture claimed, when produced by coating or saturat-
ing paper with "maltha," as defined. But how is the "maItha"
referred to defined? The correct answer to this question must be
sought at the threshold of the case; but it is not hard to find. It
is manifest from the evidence that the patentees employed this term
without possessing exact knowledge of its meaning, and the counsel
who prepared their application appears to have doubted the pro-
priety of lUling it to de&ignate the substance which was in contempla-
tion. But there is no reason to suspect that any inexactness in
this matter was intentional, or was resorted to for the purpose of
deception; and, in fact, no person pas been misled by it. Under
these circumstances, the meaning of the word "maltha" may fairly
and justly be taken to be that which the patentees attached to it
when they adopted it, and that meaning appears from the history
of the invention, and, especially, in the speciJication of the patent in
suit, where it is said:
"The product and substance known as 'maltha,' which we employ and

utilize in the manufacture of our improved paper, is the solid residuum ob-
tained in the distillation of the heavier grades of petroleum, and, as procured
from oil refineries in many localities, it is sufficiently free from earthy and other
foreign solid matter to be used without any preparatory treatment; but,
where it is found and procured in a more or less unclean condition, it is neces-
sary to eliminate the sand and other impurities mixed with it before it is
suitable for this purpose."

Resort being had to this description of the substance intended,
all difti.cuIty arising from the inapt use of the name "maltha" in the
claim is removed, for the latter may be read as if the defining lan-
'guage of the specification was contained in the claim itself. By
doing this the claim is neither added to nor subtracted from. It
is explained by interpretation of its language in accordance with the
true intent of the patentees, as expressed in another part of the same
instrument. Reference to the specification for such a purpose is
not objectionable, and in this case it renders unimportant the expert
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testimony which has been taken for the purpose of showing what
would be generally understood to be "maltha" by those who are well
instructed with respect to the true sense of that term. Now, it
being conceded that the patent covers only the use of the substance
thus defined, regardless of the name bJ which it should be desig-
nated, the defendants insist that the claim· is, in consequence, so
restricted as not to be inclusive of "an ingredient used by Bird";
but the ingenious argument of connRel in support of this contention
is not convincing. ]\fr. Bird, it appears, employs a material which
is known as "petrocite." He adds to it certain other substances, but
the petrocite is the essential component of his mixture, and by its
use he prDduces the complainant's patented article. Much expert
testimony MS been adduced upon, and the arguments have been
largely directed. to, the question of identity of petrocite with the
maltha Of the patent; but iUs unnecessary to particularly refer to
this evidence, or to attempt a review of the publications which. have
been cited in connection with it. It is sufficient to say that, upon
careful consiJeration of the whole matter, I have arrived at the con-
clusion that petrocite and maltha, as described by the patentees, are
the same thing. They are not produced in precisely, though they
are in substantially, the same manner; and the defendants' "solid
residuum" is obtained, not "in the distillation of the heavier grades
of petroleum," but from the lighter grades of the oil regions of the
eastern portion of the United States. Yet, as has been said, the
prOducts, however and from whatever produced, are the same, and,
by the use of either, the same manufactured article is created; and
this, in the sense of the patent law, constitutes identity. It is still
urged, however, that the patentees had no knowledge of petrocite;
that they described the residuum they had in mind as that which is
obtained in the distillation of the heavier grades of petroleum, and
that therefore they should be held to be restricted to a residuum so
obtained. I am unable to assent to this. It may well be that the
patentees were ignorant of the fact that the material which they
referred to was obtainable from other substances than that which
they mentioned, but such ignorance does not have the supposed
restrictive consequence. The material itself, not the substance
from which it may be ottained, is the gist of the matter, and "a pat·
ented manufacture is infringed by the making, use, or sale of any
manufacture which possesses the same essential characteristics."
The proposition that the views which have been expressed with re-

spect to the scope of the patent in suit require that it -should be held
to be "unsustainable and void" involves, I think, a misconception of
the construction which has been adopted. Investigation of the prior
state of the art, as shown by this record, does disclose that the pat-
ent now in question could not be sustained as for the use of any
kind of bituminous material whatever; but the claim, as I have in-
terpreted it, is limited to the solid residuum particularly described.
It is because the defendants have used this same material that they
have infringed; and it is because it had never been used before as
and for the purpose for which the patentees employed it that the
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patent which they obtained i,s impregnable to assault on tne ground
of anticipation.
The learned counsel of the defendants has suggested that "this

suit should be dismissed as to the defendant Reynolds," because, as
is averred in the amended answer, he "has no interest in said busi-
ness, except as a creditor, landlord, and keeper, and he denies that
he ever sold or manufactured paper, as is alleged as to him in said
bill of complaint." Mr. Reynolds' connection with the infringing busi-
ness seems, however, to have been closer and more extensive than
this language indicates. This appears from his whole testimony,
but the following extract from it will suffice to explain what the
character of his participation in the production and sale of the in-
fringing paper really was:
"xQ. 28. Did Mr. Bird begin to manufacture paper at this factory as soon

as the machinery was up? A. He commenced to coat it. XQ. 29. Was all
the paper which was coated by Mr. Bird, at the factory which you rented him,
from the time that the machinery was first put up, made by you? A. Yes, sir.
XQ. 30. Mr. Bird was frequently absent, was he not. on business trips? A.
Yes, sir. XQ. 31. Did you ever go Into that part of the factory occupied by
him during his absence? Yes, sir. XQ. 32. Ever give any instruction
to anybody there? A. Not as far as coating paper, XQ. 33. But as far as
what did you give instructions? A. For instance, I made the men put it on the
trucks, and shipped it. XQ. 34. Why did you do that? A. If a man sends
me an order. I ship it. XQ. 35. Then, as I understand, it was still your habit,
in the part of the factory rented by you to Mr. Bird, to ship paper for his ac-
count, which had previously been coated by him. A.. Yes. XQ. 36. What
other thing have you done 'in that part of the factory that you rented to Mr.
Bird, at any time after this machinery was set up? A. Nothing to speak of.
XQ. 37. Who paid off the men when Mr. Bird was gone? A. That arrange-
ment was made with me to pay the men, and charge It to him. XQ. 38. Who
supplied the money for that? A. I did; the same as I supplied the paper.
XQ. 39. Was any paper coated while Mr. Bird was gone? A. Yes. XQ. 40.
Who attended to that? A. He had a man there to attend to business. XQ. 41.
Did you ever give that man any instructions of any sort? A. No. XQ. 42.
Did you ever supply any money for any other purpose than for paying wages
while Mr. Bird was gone? A. No. XQ. 43. Who paid for any coating ma-
terial that came while Mr. Bird was gone? A. I might have paid for some
of it, but most of it was left until he came. and he settled It himself. XQ. 44.
Now, did you ever sell any coated paper while Mr. Bird was gone? A. I
never solicited an order. XQ. 45. (Question repeated.) A. If parties came
there, I gave them the price, and I believe one party bought some. XQ. 46.
Did that party pay the money to you? A. Yes. XQ. 47. Did you fill any
orders for Mr. Bird that came in while he was gone? A. Yes. XQ. 48. From
the very commencement of his coating paper? A. Yes. XQ. 49. Did you
take the money that came in during Mr. Bird's absence from orders that had
been filled? A. Yes. XQ. 50. I understand that you took, at the commencement
of the operation with H. J. Bird & Co.• all the receipts of the firm from the
sales of coated paper, for the purpose of protecting yourself in some manner.
Is that correct? A. It was for my own benefit to pay for the paper and the
help that I gave. XQ. 51. What did you charge Mr. Bird for looking after
his business while he was gone? A. That was made in the price of paper.
He was to pay me so much for the paper, and I was to see it shipped. XQ.
52. Then, as I understand you, you gave Mr. Bird a price which covered you
for the additional labor and trouble that you were put to In looking out for
bls business while he was away? A. Yes. XQ. 53. Did you figure the paper
for Mr. Bird at a price than you figured it to other customers, for the
purpose of compensating yourself in this way? A. Yes. XQ. 54. Did you
sell more paper or less paper during the year after Mr. Bird began to coat
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paper than you had done the year before? A. I have always sold the whole
capaclty of my mill, even before I saw BIrd. XQ. 55. But you sold, after he
began operations, the full capacity, at somewhat better price to yourself. did
you not? A. Yes."

The facts do not, in my opinion, call for the dismissal of the bill
as to the defendant Reynolds; but it is not impossible that it may
hereafter appear that the following remarks, made by the court in
Starrett v. Machine Co., infra, are pertinent to this case. Judge
Lowell there said:
"I think an injunction should go against all the defendants; but, when it

comes to the accounting, the plaintiff must prove before the master that the
company Is liable to him In profits or damages, under risk of what the court
may order concerning costs." 14 Fed. 910; Jennings v. Dolan, 29 Fed. 861;
Jackson v. Nagle, 47 Fed. 703.

A decree for the plaintiff, in the usual form, will be entered.

'*

GRISWOLD v. WAGNER et aL
(Circuit Court, S. D. OhIo, W. D. January 21, 1895.)

No. 4,596.

PATENTS-ANTICIPATION-INVENTION-WAFFLE IRONS.
The Griswold patent, No. 229,280, for an improvement In waffle Irons,

"consisting in a novel construction of the hinge, connecting the two
parts of the divided pan," was anticipated, as to claims 1 and 2, by the
Harrington and Tower coffee-roaster patents (Nos. 24,024 and 21,858, re-
spectively), and Is void as to claim 3 for want of invention. Griswold v.
Harker, 10 C. C. A. 435, 62 Fed. 389, distingUished.

This was a bill by Mathew Griswold against W. H. Wagner and
others for infringement of a patent. .
A. H. Johnson and J. C. Sturgeon, for complainant.
Harrison Wilson and Foraker & Prior, for defendants.

SAGE, District Judge. The complainant sues for the infringe-
ment of the first, second, and third claims of patent No. 229,280,
dated June 29, 1880, for waffle irons.. The improvement consists
(so it is set forth by the inventor in the specification) "in a novel
construction of the hinge con'lecting the two parts of the divided
pan, whereby one of the pivots or journals on which the pan rotates
is made to form a part of said hinge, the hinge and pivot being thus
brought together, while the opposite pivot or journal on which the
pan rotates is formed on the divided handle, by means of which tlle
pan is rotated, and either portion which for the time being is upper·
most is lifted for opening the pan."
It further consists, as is set forth in the specification, "in a novel

construction and arrangement of the socket in the rim or supporting
ring for the reception of the hinge and pivot, whereby the tilting or
dumping of the pan is prevented when the cover is raised."

v. 65F.no. 5-33


